#HerVoice

Facebook Safety Tips
for Women Leaders

WHEN WOMEN LEAD,
EVERYONE PROGRESSES

Dear Women Leaders,
At Facebook we get the incredible opportunity to directly engage
with women in all walks of public life – women actively working to
improve their communities and using our platform to do so.
Whether they are standing for elections, running countries and cities, or
the leader of a political party, at Facebook, we are committed to providing
a platform to help women safely connect and build their communities.
That’s why we’ve compiled this guide with tips for you and your
team – guidance on how to create Groups, assign Page roles,
utilize moderation and filter tools, remove and ban people, and
report abusive comments. We also have included some basic tips
to help you grow your audience and connect on Facebook.
We hope you find these tips useful as you continue to
engage with your constituents and communities on
Facebook. It is an honor to get to support your work.

Best,
Katie Harbath

Antigone Davis

Global Politics and Government
Outreach Director, Facebook

Global Head of Safety,
Facebook

Kevin Chan
Public Policy Director, Canada
Facebook
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Dear Women Leaders,
Over the course of nearly 20 years, Equal Voice has been dedicated
to electing more women to all levels of political office in Canada.
Working closely with our local chapters throughout the country
and dedicated volunteers, Equal Voice is committed to balance and
inclusion in our political institutions – so that they look like Canada in
all of its diversity. It’s about fairness and it’s about Canada’s future. As
we forge ahead towards this long-awaited equality, we cannot ignore
the reality that over the course of those 20 years, politics has changed
fundamentally. The universe for candidates has expanded significantly,
as has the potential to reach many more (prospective) constituents.
While visiting voters at their doorsteps remains among the top strategies,
communicating with individuals and organizations over social media is now
equally crucial. Social media has become a dynamic part of any political
campaign, and as women, empowering ourselves by knowing how to use
these tools effectively and safely is critical. Equal Voice has partnered
with Facebook and Instagram on this guide to help you – Canada’s women
leaders – stay as safe as possible online while using the power of their
tools to effectively spread your message, and connect with the issues
that people in your community, regional and country truly care about.
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No medium is perfect, but knowing how to fully take advantage
of the tools available to you can change how you use them,
so you can fully leverage them for your success.
As leaders, thank you for your contribution to our
country’s democracy. We know you will make a positive
difference, and change in the lives of others.

Nancy Peckford
Executive Director,
Equal Voice (2009 – 2019)
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Your Facebook Toolkit:
Profile, Pages, and Groups
Profiles, Pages and groups each offer distinct features
and ways of connecting with your community.
PROFILES
Personal profiles are for non-commercial use and represent individual
people. Your profile is your collection of the photos, stories and
experiences that tell your story. Your profile also includes your timeline.

++ You can have up to 5000 personal friends and
an unlimited number of followers

++ You can choose the privacy settings for your posts, like
the option to target a post to a certain group of friends

++ You can send and receive personal messages
++ You can admin multiple Pages
++ You can tag any Page or profile in a post, unless that
profile has prevented that via its privacy settings

++ You can create groups and be a member of multiple groups

PAGES
Public figures can create a Page to connect with their constituents
or fans on Facebook. Pages look similar to personal profiles, but
they offer unique tools to engage with your audience. Pages can
be managed by multiple people who have personal profiles.

++ There is no limit on the number of people that can like your Page
++ You can gain distribution through Pages to
Watch and Pages You May Like

++ You can reply to messages sent by fans, but
you cannot create message threads

++ You can have multiple people — with different
permissions — admin your Page

++ You can tag other Pages in posts and photos,
as well as profiles that post publicly

++ You have access to Page Insights, which include metrics
around growing your fan count, engagement and reach

++ You can use products like Mentions, Q&A and
ranked comments to engage with fans

++ You can ban users when they post or comment
on your Page or posts/photos

++ You can moderate content posted from your fans on your Page
++ You can have country specific or language specific post
targeting capabilities on your Page, timeline and/or News Feed

++ You can boost Page posts (paid advertising)
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Policies and
Reporting

GROUPS
Groups provide a space to communicate about shared interests. You
can create a group for anything — to connect your key staff members,
your constituents, your core election planning committee — and
customize the group’s privacy settings (Public, Closed or Secret)
depending on who you want to be able to join and see the group.

PUBLIC

CLOSED

SECRET

Who can see the
group’s name?

Anyone

Anyone

Current and
former members

Who can see the
group description?

Anyone

Anyone

Current and
former members

People on Facebook

Current members

Current members

Who can see the list of
members in the group?
Who can see admins
and moderators
in the group?
Who can see what
members post
in the group?
Who can find the group
in Facebook search?
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We recognize how important it is for Facebook to be a place where
people feel empowered to communicate, and we take our role in
keeping abuse off our service seriously. That’s why we have developed
a set of Community Standards that outline what is and is not allowed
on Facebook. Our Standards apply around the world to all types of
content. They’re designed to be comprehensive – for example, content
that might not be considered hate speech may still be removed for
violating our bullying, harassment or credible violence policies.
The goal of our Community Standards is to encourage expression and
create a safe environment. We base our policies on input from our
community and from experts in fields such as technology and public safety.

To read Facebook’s Community Standards, visit
facebook.com/communitystandards

People on Facebook

People on Facebook

Current members

Anyone

Current members

Current members

People on Facebook

People on Facebook

Current members

Who can request
to join?

People on Facebook

People on Facebook

Former members

Who can see stories
about the group on
Facebook
(ex: News Feed
and search)?

People on Facebook

Current members

Current members

We want to allow discourse, which often includes critical discussion
of people who are featured in the news or who have a large public
audience. Discussion of public figures nonetheless must comply with our
Community Standards, and we will remove content about public figures
that violates other policies, including hate speech or credible threats.
We do not tolerate harassment on Facebook. We want people to feel
safe to engage and connect with their community. Our harassment policy
applies to both public and private individuals because we want to prevent
unwanted or malicious contact on the platform. Context and intent matter,
and we allow people to share and re-share posts if it is clear that something
was shared in order to condemn or draw attention to harassment.
In addition to reporting such behavior and content, we encourage
people to use tools available on Facebook to help protect against it.
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CALLS TO VIOLENCE
We do not allow posting of content about anyone, including a public figure, that contains:
DD Any statements of intent to
commit lethal violence, or

DD Calling for self-injury or suicide of a
specific person, or group of people

DD Any calls for action of lethal violence, or

DD Attacking them through derogatory terms
related to sexual activity (e.g. whore, slut)

DD Any statements advocating lethal violence
DD Attacking them based on their status as a
victim of sexual assault or sexual exploitation

DD Repeatedly contacting a person
despite that person’s clear desire and
action to prevent that contact

DD Threatening any participant in public
discourse with violence in an attempt
to intimidate or silence them

The best way to report abusive content or
spam on Facebook is by using the Report
link near the content itself.
For example, to report a comment:
1. Go to the comment you want to report.
2. Click the cross icon and select Hide this > Report.
3. Follow the on-screen instructions.
When something gets reported to Facebook, we review it and
remove anything that goes against the Facebook Community
Standards. We don’t include any information about the person who
filed the report when we reach out to the reported. Once you’ve
reported something for not following our Community Standards,
you can check the status of your report from the Support Inbox.

Safety Tips for
Page Admins
ENSURE PAGE ADMINS USE REAL ACCOUNTS NOT FAKE
Facebook is based on authentic identities. This promotes greater
accountability, respect, and a safer experience for everyone. We remove
fake and impersonation accounts when we become aware of them. To
ensure Page admins don’t lose access to their accounts, make sure all
admins are using their Facebook accounts and not fake accounts.

ASSIGN PAGE ROLES
There are six different roles for people who help manage Pages. When you
create a Page, you automatically become the Page’s admin, which means
only you can change how the Page looks and publish as the Page. You can
then assign roles to other people to help you manage your Page. Each
person will log into their own personal account and work on the Page from
there. You don’t need to share any passwords to have multiple people help
manage your Page. It’s important for anyone with a role on the Page set up
two-factor authentication and follow the security procedures listed above.
To assign roles, if you’re an admin:
1. Click Settings at the top of your Page.
2. Click Page Roles in the left column.
3. Type a name or email in the box and select the
person from the list that appears *
4. Click Editor to select a role from the dropdown menu.
5. Click Save and enter your password to confirm.
Depending on their settings, the person may receive a
notification or an email when you give them a role.

facebook.com/support
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Page Management Roles

ADMIN

EDITOR

Manage Page
roles and settings

2

Edit the Page
and add apps

2

2

Create and delete
posts as the Page

2

2

Can go live as the Page
from a mobile device

2

2

Send messages
as the Page

2

2

MODERATOR ADVERTISER

ANALYST

While you can’t disable comments on your Page’s posts, you can hide
or delete individual comments or multiple comments at a time. You
can also proactively moderate comments and posts by visitors by
blocking words and turning on the profanity filter for your Page.

BLOCKING WORDS
When people include a word you’ve blocked in a post or comment
on your Page, the post will be automatically marked as spam.
To block words:
1. Click Settings at the top of your Page.

2

2. From General, click Page Moderation.

Respond to and
delete comments and
posts to the Page

2

2

2

Remove and ban
people from the Page

2

2

2

Create Ads, Promotions,
or Boosted Posts

2

2

2

2

View Insights

2

2

2

2

2

See who published
as the Page

2

2

2

2

2
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UTILIZE PAGE MODERATION AND FILTER TOOLS

3. Type the words you want to block, separated by commas. You’ll need to
add both the singular and plural forms of the word you want to block.
4. Save Changes.

To unmark a post as spam, go to your Page’s activity log and click Spam
in the left column. From the post, click and select Unmark as Spam. To
unmark a comment as spam, hover over the comment and click Unhide.
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PROFANITY FILTER

REMOVE AND BAN PEOPLE

You can block different degrees of profanity from appearing on your
Page. We determine what to block by using the most commonly
reported words and phrases marked offensive by the community.

When you remove someone from your Page, they’ll no longer like it. This is
a good option for people you don’t want following your Page’s posts in their
News Feeds or the News Feeds of their friends. However, Pages are public
spaces and people you’ve removed can choose to like your Page again.

To turn on the profanity filter:
1.

Click Settings at the top of your Page.

2. From General, click Profanity Filter.
3. Select Medium or Strong.
4. Save Changes.

To remove someone who likes your Page:
1. Click Settings at the top of your Page.
2. Click People and Other Pages in the left column.
3. Click to check the box next to the person you want to remove.
4. Click the wheel icon and select Remove From Page Likes

You’ll need to be an admin to control what visitors can post on
your Page. If you allow visitors to publish on your Page, their posts
can appear in the Visitor Posts section on the right side of your
Page. If you allow photo and video posts, posts by others can
also appear in the Photos and Videos sections of your Page.
To allow or disable posts by other people:
1. Click Settings at the top of your Page.
2. Click Visitor Posts.
3. Select Allow visitors to the Page to publish posts or
Disable posts by other people on the Page. If you
allow visitors to publish posts, you can choose to:

When you ban someone from your Page, they’ll no longer like it. People
you ban will still be able to share content from your Page to other places
on Facebook, but they’ll no longer be able to publish to your Page, like
or comment on your Page’s posts, message your Page or like your Page.
There are several ways to ban a person or another Page from your Page.
From the people who like your Page:
1. Click Settings at the top of your Page.
2. Click People and Other Pages in the left column.

ɗɗ Allow photo and video posts.

3. Search for the person or click to check the box next
to the name of the person you want to ban.

ɗɗ Review posts by other people before they’re published to the Page.

4. Click the wheel icon and select Ban From Page.

4. Save changes.
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5. Click Confirm.

5. Click Confirm.
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From a comment on a Page post:
1. Hover over a comment by the person or
Page you want to ban and click.
2. Click Hide Comment.
3. Click Ban [Name].

Safety Tips for
Group Admins
CHOOSE THE PRIVACY OF YOUR GROUP
When you create a group, you can choose from the three
privacy settings: Public, Closed and Secret depending on
who you want to be able to join and see the group.

APPROVE NEW M EMBER REQUESTS
From a message to your Page:
1. Click Inbox or Messages at the top of your Page.
2. Click the message on the left from the person you want to ban.
3. Click Actions at the top and select Ban From Page.
4. Click OK.

From a post on your Page or a post your Page has been mentioned in:
1. Click Posts in the left column of your Page.

If you’re a group admin, you can choose to approve who joins
your group by turning on membership approval under the Group
Settings option. You can sort, filter and bulk accept or decline
membership requests. if you have a closed group, you can also set
up to 3 questions for people who request to join your group.

BLOCK OR REMOVE V IOLATING MEMBERS
An admin can remove or block a member from a group and the content
they’ve created within the group in one step. Removed members will
have to request to join the group again if they wish to rejoin. Blocked
members won’t be able to find the group in search or see any of its
content, and they can’t be added to the group again by members.

2. Click Visitor Posts on the right side of your Page.

ASSIGN ROLES TO HELP YOU MODERATE

3. Click the 3 dots in the top right of the post by
the person or Page you want to ban

If you’re a group admin, you can choose to approve
who joins your group by turning on membership
approval under the Group Settings option.

4. Select Ban From Page and click Confirm.

CLEARLY S
 TATE THE GROUP’S MISSION AND CODE
Let people know the goal of the group and what is and isn’t acceptable
behavior. As an admin, you can pin one post to the top of your group.
Pinned posts remain at the top until they’re removed or unpinned.
Pro-tip: When managing groups where you prefer to be anonymous,
create a Page that operates asthe admin of a group.
14
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Profile
Controls
REVIEW POSTS B EFORE THEY APPEAR
Admins can choose to approve posts before they appear
in your group. If you opt for this, you’ll get notified
when there’s pending posts for you to approve.

If you’re using your profile to connect with
your constituents here are some basics.
MANAGE WHO CAN FRIEND AND FOLLOW YOU

REPORT VIOLATIONS T O FACEBOOK
As a group admin, you’ll see a notification in your group when someone
reports a post to you. This feature lets group members highlight posts
for you to review for any reason (ex: inappropriate or offensive posts).
You can choose to:

++ Ignore it by removing it from the report queue
++ Delete the post
++ Delete the post and block the memberwho created the post
To report the post to Facebook, find the post in your
group’s discussion,click and then choose Report as
Abuse. Keep in mind that reports are anonymous.
Find out more about Facebook’s
Community Standards at:

You can have up to 5000 personal friends and an unlimited
number of followers. To change who can add you as a friend:
1. Visit your Privacy Settings menu.
2. Click Edit next to Who can send you friend requests?
3. From the dropdown menu, click Everyone or Friends of Friends.

Your friends automatically follow you. You can also let
people who aren’t your friends follow you.
To manage who can follow you:
1. Visit the Public Posts section under your Settings menu
2. Select ‘Friends’ or ‘Public’ next to Who Can Follow Me.

facebook.com/communitystandards
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Additional Settings:

++ Public Post Comments: Allows you to select
who can comment on your public posts.

++ Public Post Notifications: Allows you to select if you want
to get notifications when people who aren’t your friends start
following you and share, like or comment on your public posts.

++ Public Profile Info: Allows you to select who can like or
comment on your public profile information, which includes
profile photos, profile videos, cover photos, featured photos
and News Feed updates about changes to your Intro section.

We are giving you more control over how people interact with your
posts on Facebook because comments can sometimes be used to bully
or harass people. We’re introducing a way for you to hide or delete
multiple comments at once from the options menu of your post. This
feature is rolling out on desktop and Android and will be available on
iOS in the coming months. We are also testing ways to more easily
search for and block offensive words from appearing in comments.

UNFRIENDING AND BLOCKING
To unfriend someone:
1. Go to that person’s profile.
2. Hover over Friends at the top of their profile.
3. Select Unfriend.
The person you unfriended won’t be notified. If you don’t want
someone to see your profile, add you as a friend or send you a
message, you can block them by going to the person’s profile
and selecting Block from the ... menu on their cover photo.

CHOOSE YOUR AUDIENCE
Whenever you update your status, share photos or post anything
on Facebook, you can select who sees what you share by using
the “Audience Selector” tool. You can choose to share with
everyone, just your friends or even a customized audience. When
you create a customized audience, you can selectively share with
specific people. Remember, when you post something on another
person’s profile, that person controls who can view the post.
You can use the Privacy Checkup to review and adjust
your settings to make sure you’re sharing with who you
want. To be sure you continue sharing with who you want,
we recommend regularly checking the audience for your
profile information and posts. Your privacy shortcuts
fb.me/PrivacyCheckup
also give you quick access to your privacy settings.
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Account Security:
The First Line of Defence
SET STRONG PASSWORDS
Passwords help to protect your private information and your email or
social media accounts. Don’t share your passwords with other people.
Use passwords that are hard to guess. Make sure your password is at
least 8 characters long, and uses a combination of numbers, letters,
and special characters like punctuation marks. Avoid passwords like
your name, your date of birth, “password” or “123456”. Use a different
password for each of your accounts. That way, if someone learns your
password that person does not have access to every account you have.
Take a moment and use Security Checkup to
review and add more security to your account.

LOGOUT OF UNUSED DEVICES
The “Where You’re Logged In” section of your “Security Settings”
shows you a list of browsers and devices that have been used to
log in to your account recently. To confirm that you have logged
out of the browsers or devices listed, click on “End Activity.”
fb.me/ActiveSessions

Take a moment and use Security Checkup to
review and add more security to your account.
Security Checkup will help you:

GET ALERTS ABOUT UNRECOGNIZED LOGINS
When you enable alerts about unrecognized logins, Facebook will
send you a notification if someone tries logging into your account
from a device or browser that you haven’t used before.
fb.me/LoginNotifications

ACTIVATE TWO-FACTOR AUTHENTICATION
When you turn on login approvals, you’ll be asked to enter a
special security code each time you try to access your Facebook
account from a new computer, phone or browser.
If you are using the latest version of Chrome or Opera, you can also register
a physical security key to your account so that the next time you log in
after enabling two-factor authentication, you’ll simply tap a small hardware
device that goes in the USB drive of your computer. Security keys can
be purchased through companies like Yubico, and the keys support the
open Universal 2nd Factor (U2F) standard hosted by the FIDO Alliance.
fidoalliance.org
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++ Log out of Facebook from unused browsers and apps.
++ Get Login Alerts that notify you if someone tries logging
into your account from a new computer or phone.

++ Learn how to protect your password.
To learn more, visit:
fb.me/SecurityCheckup
If you believe your account has been compromised by another person
or a virus, please visit fb.com/hacked to secure your account.

fb.me/2fa
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To learn more about how to
leverage Facebook to organize,
mobilize and campaign, please visit:

politics.fb.com
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facebook.com/safety
politics.fb.com

equalvoice.ca

